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What we do

❖ We analyze the empirical results of implementing, in October
2018, maximum thresholds (“cap”) to debit card interchange fees.

❖ The regulation establishes the limits of 0.5% for the average fee
weighted by the value of the transactions, measured on a
quarterly basis, and 0.8% as the maximum fee to be applied in
any transaction.

❖ We evaluate the impact of this measure on:

❖ cards issuers’ revenues from debit and credit interchange fees;

❖ merchant discount rate (MDR) of debit transactions;

❖ debit and credit cards’ usage; and

❖ debit card scheme fees paid by card issuers and acquirers.



Motivations

❖Why intervene?

❖The pricing model in the payment card industry (two-sided market)

makes it especially difficult for consumers to perceive costs and

benefits.

❖The complexity in the definition of prices in this industry may intensify

this information asymmetry among economic agents and undermine

markets’ self-discipline.

❖The Central Bank of Brazil points out the following motivations for

introducing this cap on debit card interchange fees:

❖encouraging the use of debit card in the country;

❖giving more transparency of the pricing structures of payment

instruments to end users;

❖decreasing cross-subsidies among payment instruments; and

❖inhibiting the overuse of more expensive payment instruments.



Literature Review

❖Theory

❖two-sided markets (Chakravorti, 2003); price-elasticity of demand and
network externalities (Rysman, 2009); merchant internalization
(Rochet and Tirole, 2011; Wright, 2012).

❖Empirically

❖ A decrease in the interchange fee leads to a larger effect on the MDR
than on card holders’ annuities and expands the Brazilian credit card
market (number of cards, number of transactions per active cards and
number of transactions)– (Rezende, 2019);

❖The introduction of a threshold on interchange fees has an impact on
the pass-through to the MDR and on the use (number of acquired
transactions in proportion to the number of point of sale – POS
terminals) of credit and debit cards (Ardizzi and Zangrandi, 2018).

❖However, the increase of acquirers’ profit margin, the rise of card
scheme fees (Ernest & Young, 2020), or a market growth lower than
expected (Veljan, 2018) could prevent the potential gains of the
regulation.



Data

❖Brazil offers an interesting setup for this study as long as it has

one of the largest payment cards’ markets worldwide.

❖We use a unique proprietary data extracted from a payments’

database afforded by the Central Bank of Brazil.

❖This dataset comprises information provided by credit card

issuers and acquirers on interchange fees, merchant discount

rates, volume and value of debit transactions and card scheme

fees throughout the country.

❖Our sample runs from 2016Q1 to 2020Q1, on a quarterly basis,

which is sufficient to accommodate upward and downward

economic cycles affecting payment cards’market.

❖Moreover, a longer period could make it difficult to accurately

assess the effects of the cap, since events not connected to the

regulation could influence the results.



Summary Statistics



Data Overview

Fig. 1. Mean real interchange fee revenues per card Fig. 2. Mean market MDR by function

Fig. 4. Quantity of transactions by function Fig. 5. Scheme fees by participant's role
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Methodology and Results

❖Card issuers’ revenues

❖Results

❖We find a reduction of 32.4% in the average deflated revenue, per

active card, from debit cards’ interchange fee after the cap.

❖This result represents 91.5% of the unconditional reduction in debit

cards’ revenues from interchange fees observed in the same period.

❖It suggests that an increase in the volume of debit cards’

transactions slightly compensates for part of the cap.

❖There is no evidence, however, that the cap increases or decreases

credit cards’ revenues from interchange fees.
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Methodology and Results

❖MDR

❖Results indicate a reduction

from 6.0% (2018Q4) to 22.8%

(2020Q1) in the debt card MDR

after the cap.

❖ It suggests the impact of the

cap on the MDR tends to

increase in magnitude over

time.

❖Based on these results, we

calculate the pass-through of

the cap to the MDR, which rises

from 16.9% in 2018Q4 to 64.3%

in 2020Q1.

Fig. 6. Debit MDR variation over 2018T3
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❖MDR

Fig. 7. Difference between credit and debit MDR
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❖Results

❖Debit and credit cards’usage

❖We do not find empirical evidence that the cap affects the demand

for debit and credit cards.

❖The results indicate the regulation does not influence the use of the

cheaper mean of payment (debit), regardless of the proxy employed.

❖Scheme fees (issuers and acquirers)

❖We do not find evidence that the cap affects both card issuers’ and

acquirers’ scheme fees in the time frame considered (2018Q4 to

2020Q1);

❖ Hence, the cap in the debit card interchange fee does not cause a

compensatory decision in favor of card issuers to the detriment of

acquirers.



Findings

❖ We find a gradual and increasing pass-through of the

reduction in the interchange fee to the MDR, rising from 16.9%

in 2018Q4 to 64.3% in 2020Q1.

❖The cap reduces card issuers’ earnings with debit card

interchange fee proportionally to the cut but does not affect

similar revenues from credit cards.

❖Overall, the regulation of the debit card interchange fee does

not change the dynamics of using debit cards, nor it changes

debit card scheme fees.


